Maintenance DNA methylation of nucleosome core particles.
The enzyme responsible for maintenance methylation of CpG dinucleotides in vertebrates is DNMT1. The presence of DNMT1 in DNA replication foci raises the issue of whether this enzyme needs to gain access to nascent DNA before its packaging into nucleosomes, which occurs very rapidly behind the replication fork. Using nucleosomes positioned along the 5 S rRNA gene, we find that DNMT1 is able to methylate a number of CpG sites even when the DNA major groove is oriented toward the histone surface. However, we also find that the ability of DNMT1 to methylate nucleosomal sites is highly dependent on the nature of the DNA substrate. Although nucleosomes containing the Air promoter are refractory to methylation irrespective of target cytosine location, nucleosomes reconstituted onto the H19 imprinting control region are more accessible. These results argue that although DNMT1 is intrinsically capable of methylating some DNA sequences even after their packaging into nucleosomes, this is not the case for at least a fraction of DNA sequences whose function is regulated by DNA methylation.